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Abstract

Objectives: Midregional pro-adrenomedullin (MR-proADM)
is a vasoactive peptide with key roles in reducing vascular
hyperpermeability and thereby improving endothelial sta-
bility during infection. While MR-proADM is useful for risk
stratification in patients with sepsis, clinical data about
prediction accuracy in patients with severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 disease (COVID-19) is currently
missing.
Methods: We included consecutively adult patients hos-
pitalized for confirmed COVID-19 at a tertiary care center in
Switzerland between February and April 2020. We inves-
tigated the association of MR-proADM levels with in-
hospital mortality in logistic regression and discrimination
analyses.

Results: Of 89 included COVID-19 patients, 19% (n=17)
died while in the hospital. Median admission MR-proADM
levels (nmol/L) were increased almost 1.5-fold increased in
non-survivors compared to survivors (1.3 [interquartile
range IQR 1.1–2.3]) vs. 0.8 [IQR 0.7–1.1]) and showed good
discrimination (area under the curve 0.78). An increase of
1 nmol/L of admission MR-proADM was independently
associated with amore than fivefold increase in in-hospital
mortality (adjusted odds ratio of 5.5, 95% confidence
interval 1.4–21.4, p=0.015). An admission MR-proADM
threshold of 0.93 nmol/L showed the best prognostic ac-
curacy for in-hospital mortality with a sensitivity of 93%,
a specificity of 60%and a negative predictive value of 97%.
Kinetics of follow-up MR-proADM provided further prog-
nostic information for in-hospital treatment.
Conclusions: Increased levels of MR-proADM on admis-
sion and during hospital stay were independently associ-
ated with in-hospital mortality and may allow a better risk
stratification, and particularly rule-out of fatal outcome, in
COVID-19 patients.

Keywords: biomarker; COVID-19; in-hospital mortality;
prognostic markers; SARS-CoV-2.

Introduction

The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), a novel coronavirus, is currently affecting
millions of people worldwide. Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) is caused by SARS-CoV-2, was declared a global
pandemic on March 11th, 2020 by the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO). COVID-19 is highly contagious and key
mechanisms thatmayhave a role in the pathophysiology of
multi-organ injury secondary to infection with SARS-CoV-2
include direct viral toxicity, endothelial cell damage and
thrombo-inflammation, dysregulation of the immune
response, and possibly a dysregulation of the renin–
angiotensin–aldosterone system [1, 2]. The increased inci-
dence of cardiovascular and thromboembolic complica-
tions [3, 4], the immune cell deactivation [5, 6], and sepsis-
likemultiple organ failure [7, 8] suggest the involvement of
multiple pathways. There is preliminary evidence that
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most of the patients (around 85%) show only mild symp-
toms of upper respiratory tract infection, but 10% of pa-
tients progress to severe lower respiratory manifestations
requiring hospital admittance, and 5% require intensive
care unit treatment due to severe disease progression,
primarily characterized by pulmonary and multi-organ
failure [9].

Besides protective and preventive measures to reduce
andminimize large-scale outbreaks, a timely assessment of
the individual risk profile of a patient presenting to the
emergency department may help to improve early de-
cisions about triaging, site-of-care and initiation of
COVID-19 targeted treatments. Having early objective
measures of a patient’s risk for in-hospital mortality is thus
important to best allocate hospital resources. Herein,
prognostic biomarkers may help to estimate a patient’s
individual risk and provide objective and measurable re-
sults within short time after a patient’s hospital admission.
Such markers may also improve the understanding of the
pathophysiology behind COVID-19 infection and its
adverse outcomes.

Whilst different cytokines and blood markers have
been compared in patients with different severities of
COVID-19 and biochemical biomarker alterations in
COVID-19 have been analyzed [10], no study till date has
investigated the potential role of adrenomedullin (ADM)
during the host response to a SARS-CoV-2-infection [11].
ADM and its mid-regional prohormone fragment midre-
gional pro-adrenomedullin (MR-proADM) has been linked
to endothelial dysfunction and the risk for organ
dysfunction in patients with sepsis and infection of the
lung as it is directly related to the status of the endothelium
[12–15]. Previous studies corroborated that MR-proADM
serves as an accuratemarker for risk assessment in patients
with pneumonia, sepsis and critical illness and thereby
improving clinical scores such as the sequential organ
failure assessment score (SOFA-Score) [16–18]. Therefore,
MR-proADM is mostly used to improve the identification of
organ dysfunction and disease progression to sepsis or
septic shock [19]. MR-proADM has also been shown to be a
good predictor for short- and long-term mortality in pa-
tients with lower respiratory tract infections and sepsis
[20–22]. Previously, a MR-proADM cut-off of 0.87 nmol/L
has been proposed in a large multinational study to best
classify patients with assumed infection into a low or high
risk group concerning mortality [23]. Saeed et al. [23]
showed in two cohorts that a MR-proADM concentration of
0.87 nmol/L is a valuable cut-off to be able to increase out-
patient treatment by at least 15%, with decreased hospital
readmission rates and no increase in mortality. The aim of
this studywas to investigate the association andprognostic

accuracy of initial and follow-up MR-proADM levels with
in-hospitalmortality in patients with confirmed SARS-CoV-
2 infection.

Materials and methods

Study design and setting

This prospective observational study included all consecutively hospi-
talized adult patients (≥18 years) due to a confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion at the Cantonal Hospital Aarau, a tertiary care medical center in
Switzerland, between February 26th, 2020 and April 30th, 2020. The
study was approved by the local Ethical Committee (EKZN, 2020-01306)
and performed in conformance with the Declaration of Helsinki ethical
guidelines.

Baseline characteristics of this cohort was recently published else-
where [24]. In brief, COVID-19 was defined by a positive real-time reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) taken from nasopha-
ryngeal swabs or lower respiratory tract specimens, according to the
WHO guidance [25]. In addition, most patients showed typical clinical
symptoms (e.g., respiratory symptoms with or without fever, and/or
pulmonary infiltrates and/or anosmia/dysgeusia). All data of interest
were assessed as part of the clinical routine during the hospitalization.

Data collection

Clinical information, including socio-demographics and comorbid-
ities, home medications and COVID-19-specific in-patient medication
were assessed until hospital discharge or death and extracted from the
electronic health records. Experimental antiviral treatment was
recorded if given and included Hydroxychloroquine (alone or in
combination with Azithromycin) and sometimes Tocilizumab. For all
patients the age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index [26] and the
Clinical Frailty Score (up to nine points) [27] were calculated as part of
routine clinical care. Comorbidities were also assessed through chart
reviewandbased on International Statistical Classification of Diseases
and Related Health Problems codes (ICD10). Subsequently, patient
outcomes including in-hospital mortality, admission to the intensive
care unit (ICU), length of hospital stay (LOS), and length of ICU stay
were collected by chart review. Laboratory test results were available
according to clinical routine. MR-proADM was batch-tested later and
therefore, not available to the treating team during the index
hospitalization.

Endpoint with study objective

The primary endpoint was all cause in-hospital mortality. The main
objective of this study was to investigate the ability of MR-proADM to
predict in-hospital mortality in confirmed COVID-19 patients, in order
to classify patients at high or low risk for in-hospital mortality.

Measurements of MR-proADM

After hospital admission plasma and serum samples were collected
using BD Vacutainer® heparin and SST tubes. Routine left-over
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samples were stored at −80 °C until analysis. Results from routine
laboratory tests were recorded. MR-proADM was assessed in batch
using a commercially available automated fluorescent sandwich
immunoassay (KRYPTOR™, B.R.A.H.M.S Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Germany), as described in detail elsewhere [28, 29]. Briefly, the
immunoassay employs two polyclonal antibodies to the amino acids
45–92 of pre-pro-adrenomedullin, the MR-proADM and has a limit of
detection (LOD) of 0.05 nmol/L [29]. The functional assay sensitivity,
defined as the MR-proADM concentration with an inter-assay coeffi-
cient of variation of <20%, was 0.25 nmol/L. Values for the analytes
followed a Gaussian distribution in healthy individuals without sig-
nificant differences between males and females [29]. The laboratory
technicians who measured MR-proADM were blinded to the charac-
teristics of the patients and the characteristics of the study.

Different time points during hospitalization were analyzed,
depending on the available data:
– T0 (initial blood draw upon hospital admission).
– T1 (day 3/day 4).
– T2 (day 5/day 6).
– T3 (day 7/day 8).

Statistical analyses

Discrete variables are expressed as frequency (percentage) and
continuous variables as medians with interquartile ranges (IQR) or
meanwith standard deviation.Multivariable logistic regressionmodel
was used to examine the association of MR-proADM levels with the
primary endpoint. As predefined, regressionmodels were adjusted for
gender and age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity Index. Odds ratios
(OR) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported
as a measure of association and C-statistics (area under the operating
receiver curve (ROC-AUC) as a measure of discrimination. We also
validated the prognostic value of different pre-defined MR-proADM
cut-offs based on previous studies in other populations, namely
0.75 nmol/L [13, 30], 0.87 nmol/L [23], 1.5 nmol/L [13, 30] as well as
2.5 nmol/L [31] and analyzed cut-offs representing median of the
investigated time points. Survival analyses and estimation of adjusted
Cox-proportional hazard ratios were used to compare in-hospital
mortality according to different MR-proADM-cutoffs. Additionally, we
assessed sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
values of different MR-proADM cut-offs to predict in-hospital mortal-
ity. Groups were compared with Wilcoxon rank sum test. A two-sided
p-value of <0.05 was considered significant. Statistical analysis was
performed using Stata 15.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Results

A total of 103 patients were hospitalized with confirmed
COVID-19, these included direct admissions (n=74) and 29
transfers fromother hospitals (three cases fromFrance, one
case from the Canton Ticino, 25 cases from regional hos-
pitals not accepting COVID-19 admissions or in whom
treatment at a tertiary care hospital was indicated). Four
patients had to be excluded from the analysis due to
declined general informed consent, in nine cases aliquots
for biomarker analysis were not available. One patient was

still hospitalized at the time of the analysis and therefore
excluded from the data set. Figure 1 provides an overview
of the study flow.

Baseline characteristics

Baseline characteristics in the overall cohort and stratified
data according to the primary endpoint are summarized in
Table 1. Median age was 67 years (IQR 58–74) and 35%
(n=31) were female. A total of 22% (n=20) of patients were
taking angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors before
hospitalization, whilst 19% (n=17) had angiotensin II re-
ceptor blockers and few patients were taking corticoste-
roids or other immunosuppressive treatments. Patients
had a high burden of comorbidities with a median age-
adjusted Charlson comorbidity index of three points and a
median frailty score of three points. The most common
comorbidities included hypertension (58%, n=52), chronic
kidney disease (27%, n=24), and obesity (29%, n=26).
Overall, 49% of patients received experimental treatment
(mostly Hydroxychloroquine, rarely Ritonavir-boosted
Lopinavir). A total of 26% (n=23) of patients developed
severe COVID-19 progression characterized by need for ICU
treatment, of whom 18 received mechanical ventilation.

Patients hospitalized at the KSA 
with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 

between 26th of February and 30th 
of April 2020 

n=103 

Patients with at least one 
measurement time point for 

biomarker analysis  

n=89 

Excluded from the trial: 
- Decline of general informed 

consent (n=4) 
- No aliquots for biomarker 

analysis (n=9) 
- Still hospitalized at the time of 

evaluation (n=1) 

Patients hospitalized through the 
emergency ward due to SARS-

CoV-2- infection 

n=74 

Transfer from other institution: 
- Hospital in Ticino (n=1) 
- Hospital in France (n=3) 
- REHA (n=3) 
- Other hospitals (n=22) 

n=29 

n=14 

Available samples per time point of measurement: 

T1 (blood draw within 24 hours from admission): n= 74 

T2 (day 3/ day 4 of hospitalization): n= 66 

T3 (day 5/ day6 of hospitalization): n= 54 

T4 (day7 /day 8 of hospitalization): n=39 

Figure 1: Flow chart of the study.
KSA, cantonal hospital Aarau; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2.
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Overall, patients hospitalized due to COVID-19 had a me-
dian length of hospital stay (LOS) of nine days (IQR 5.0–
18.0). 19% (n=17) of the hospitalized patients died during
hospitalization.

A majority of patients presented with a severe clinical
course, particularly regarding the respiratory system with
an increased respiratory rate and evidence of compro-
mised oxygenation. C-reactive proteinwas elevatedwith a

Table : Demographic data, comorbidities, in-hospital treatment and in-hospital endpoints in the study population.

Overall Survivors Non-survivors p-Value
n= n= n=

Socio-demographics
Age, years median (IQR) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) <.
Female gender, n (%)  ()  ()  () <.
Nationality, n (%)
France  ()  ()  () .
Italy  ()  ()  ()
Switzerland  ()  ()  ()
Turkey  ()  ()  ()
Others  ()  ()  ()

Pre-existing risk-factors and medication
Active smoker, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Corticosteroid use, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Immunosuppressant, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Angiotensin converting enzyme-inhibitor, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Angiotensin II receptor blockers, n (%)  ()  ()  () .

Pre-admission history
Symptom onset before admission (days), median (IQR) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) .
Transfer from another hospital, n (%)  ()  ()  (%) .

Comorbidities
Age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index, median (IQR) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) <.
Clinical frailty score, median (IQR) . (.–.) . (., .) . (.–.) .
Active malignancy/cancer, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Hypertension, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Coronary artery disease, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Congestive heart failure, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Asthma, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
COPD, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Obstructive sleep apnea, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Solid organ transplant recipient, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Rheumatic disease, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Chronic kidney disease, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Obesity (BMI >  kg/m), n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Diabetes mellitus, n (%)  ()  ()  () .

In-hospital treatment
Treatment specification, n (%)
Hydroxychloroquine  ()  ()  () .
Hydroxychloroquine + azithromycin  ()  ()  ()
Hydroxychloroquine + tocilizumab  ()  ()  ()
Lopinavir/ritonavir  ()  ()  ()
Tocilizumab  ()  ()  ()
Symptomatic treatment only  ()  ()  ()

Antibiotic treatment, n (%)  ()  ()  () <.
ICU care, n (%)  ()  ()  () .
Need for mechanical ventilation, n (%)  ()  ()  () .

Overall length of hospital stay (days), median (IQR) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) .

BMI, body-mass-index; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ICU, intensive care unit; IQR, interquartile range. p-Values in bold:
statistically significant.
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median level of 88.5 mg/L (IQR 38.5, 149.0) while pro-
calcitonin (PCT) levels were low (median of 0.11 μg/L
[0.05, 0.34]).

Association of MR-proADM levels and in-
hospital mortality

Median admission MR-proADM levels were almost 1.5-fold
higher in non-survivors compared to survivors (1.3 nmol/L
[IQR 1.1–2.3] vs. 0.8 nmol/L [IQR 0.7–1.1]). A 1 nmol/L in-
crease in admission MR-proADM levels was independently
associated with a more than five times higher risk of in-
hospital mortality OR of 5.5 (95% CI 1.4–21.4, p=0.015
[Table 2]). MR-proADM assessed on admission showed a
good discrimination performance for in-hospital mortality
(AUC of 0.78).

Furthermore, prognostic accuracy of MR-proADM to
predict in-hospitalmortality was analyzed for different cut-
offs (Table 3). Based on the Youden Index, we found an
optimal cut-off at 0.93 nmol/L which was close to the me-
dian with a sensitivity of 92.9% (95% CI 66.1–99.8%) and a
specificity of 60% (95% CI 46.5–72.4%). Furthermore, the
cut-off at 0.93 nmol/L revealed the highest negative pre-
dictive value of 97.3% (95% CI 85.5–99.9%). Results were
similar for other previously proposed cut-offs (i.e., at 0.75
and 0.87 nmol/L). The use of higher cut-offs such as 1.5 and
2.5 nmol/L showed a lower sensitivity (42.9 and 21.4%,
respectively) but higher specificity and positive predictive
values.

Performing time to event analyses, we found a higher
survival rate among patients with an admission
MR-proADM level below 0.75 nmol/L as compared with
those having a MR-proADM level between 0.75 and
1.5 nmol/L (HR 3.1 [95%CI 0.3–24.5]) or >1.5 nmol/L (HR 4.8
[95% CI 1.4–16.6]). Also in patients with an admission
MR-proADM level below 0.87 nmol/L and below
0.93 nmol/L a higher survival rate was found compared
with those with MR-proADM levels ≥0.87 nmol/L (HR 9.9
[95% CI 1.2–82.0]) and ≥0.93 nmol/L (HR 11.7 [95% CI 1.4–
97.7]) (Figure 2).

Kinetics of serial measurements of
MR-proADM

The kinetics of MR-proADM levels during the follow-up
period stratified by survival status is shown in Figure 3.
MR-proADM values in non-survivors were significantly
higher compared to survivors at every measured time

point. Importantly, in survivors,MR-proADM remained low
during the whole follow-up period, whereas in non-
survivors MR-proADM showed a step-wise increase after
baseline. MD-MR-proADM assessed during follow-up
showed also good discrimination for in-hospital mortality.
The best value was observed around day 5/6 of hospitali-
zation (time point 3) with an AUC of 0.92.

Discussion

This prospective study involving patients with confirmed
COVID-19 in the early phase of the pandemic aimed to
investigate the prognostic accuracy of initial and follow-
up MR-proADM levels for predicting in-hospital mortal-
ity. We found that levels of admission MR-proADM, a
marker that reflects permeability and endothelial dam-
age, increased 1.5-fold in patients with a fatal outcome
and were thus strongly associated with in-hospital mor-
tality, also in statistical models adjusted for age, gender
and comorbid-burden. Further, when looking at the ki-
netics of MR-proADM, we also found a further increase in
its level in non-survivors while survivors had lower levels
that remained low during follow-up. These results sug-
gest that MR-proADM may be helpful in the early risk
stratification (on hospital admission) and in monitoring
of patients with COVID-19. Results indicated that the high
prognostic value of MR-proADM particularly allows safe
rule-out of in-hospital mortality in patients with low
MR-proADM levels, which could potentially improve
patient triage in the ED, and early discharge of patients
on the medical ward.

Early identification of COVID-19 patients at high risk
for disease aggravation is crucial in order to predict se-
vere disease progression, triaging and reduce COVID-19
associated mortality. Yet, prediction rules for patient’s
individual risk profile as well as the ability to predict
outcomes are still lacking. Whilst several pro-
inflammatory cytokines and prognostic markers have
already been investigated in patients with COVID-19, no
study has examined the prognostic value of MR-proADM
for the identification of COVID-19 patients at high risk for
mortality. However, MR-proADMholds great promise as a
biomarker in COVID-19 as it plays a key role in reducing
vascular permeability and promotes endothelial stability
and integrity following severe infection, and thus may
help in identifying patients at risk of COVID-19 induced
endotheliitis. Indeed, a recent study investigating gene
up-regulation in patients with systemic capillary leak
syndrome, characterized by plasma leakage into pe-
ripheral tissue and transient episodes of hypotensive
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Table : Univariable and multivariable logistic regression analyses for different MR-proADM cut-offs at different time points.

Survivors Non-survivors p-Value AUC Univariable OR
(% CI), p-Value

Multivariablea OR
(% CI), p-Valuen= n=

MR-proADM time point  (within  h from admission), n=
MR-proADM overall
(nmol/L), median (IQR)

. (.–.) . (.–.) <. . . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM cut-offs (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) . Reference Reference
>.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.
≥.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM .-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. Reference Reference
≥.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM median-cutoff (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. Reference Reference
≥.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM time point  (day /day  of hospitalization), n=
MR-proADM overall
(nmol/L), median (IQR)

. (.–.) . (.–.) <. . . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM cut-offs (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. NA NA
>.  (%)  (%) NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) NA NA

MR-proADM§
.-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)

<.  (%)  (%) <. NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) NA NA

MR-proADM median-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. Reference Reference
≥.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM time point  (day /day  of hospitalization), n=
MR-proADM overall
(nmol/L), median (IQR)

. (.–.) . (.–.) <. . . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM cut-offs (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. NA NA
>.  (%)  (%) NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) NA NA

MR-proADM .-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) <. NA NA

MR-proADM median-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) <. NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) NA NA

MR-proADM time point  (day /day  of hospitalization), n=
MR-proADM overall
(nmol/L), median (IQR)

. (.–.) . (.–.) . . . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

MR-proADM cut-offs (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) . NA NA
>.  (%)  (%) NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) NA NA

MR-proADM .-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) NA NA
≥.  (%)  (%) . NA NA

MR-proADM median-cut-off (nmol/L), n (%)
<.  (%)  (%) . Reference Reference
≥.  (%)  (%) . (.–.), p=. . (.–.), p=.

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range; MR-proADM, midregional pro-adrenomedullin; OR, odds ratio.
aAdjusted for, gender and age-adjusted Charlson comorbidity index. p-Values in bold: statistically significant.
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shock and edema, found that MR-proADM was not only
one of the most up-regulated genes, but that subsequent
application to endothelial cells resulted in a protective
effect on vascular barrier function [19]. Our study evalu-
ated the prognostic performance of initial and follow-up
measurements of MR-proADM in confirmed COVID-19
patients treated in a Swiss tertiary care hospital. Our results
suggest that MR-proADM levels together with clinical
evaluation and further laboratoryfindingsmayhelp to early
identify and classify patients presenting to the emergency
department into low and high risk for adverse outcome.
Particularly, by applying a cut-off of 0.93 nmol/L revealed
a high negative predictive value, allowing safe exclusion
of low-risk patients.

The prognostic relevance of MR-proADM was already
analyzed and proved in several prior studies investigating
patients with community-acquired pneumonia [32–34],
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [35, 36],
and cardiovascular diseases [37, 38]. Our analysis is in line
with this research and further expands the field to
COVID-19, mirroring a severe disease course as well as a
particular pathophysiology involving different organ sys-
tems as demonstrated in recent studies [2]. Interestingly,
we also demonstrated that a previously proposed cut-off
level of 0.87 nmol/L showed high sensitivity and negative
likelihood ratio to rule out in-hospital mortality in
COVID-19 patients [23]. Similar to our analysis, a previous
study showed that MR-proADM had a high prognostic ac-
curacy with an AUC of 0.81 for the prediction of ICU mor-
tality in patients with sepsis [28]. Zhoue et al. [6] suggested
that already existing risk scores like CRB-65 (confusion-
respiratory rate – blood pressure-age ≥65 years) and quick
sepsis related organ failure assessment (qSOFA) may be
helpful to identity COVID-19 affected patients with a poor
prognosis, but the rate of false-positive patients was
limiting the study’s conclusion. Consequences would be a
higher than needed demand of limited resources. In this
respect, other studies, not referring to COVID-19, confirmed
that MR-proADM is more accurate compared to risk scores

alone and that the addition of MR-proADM might improve
the accuracy of these risk scores when used in combination
[16, 31]. Further, MR-proADM can be easily performed by a
biomarker assay in contrast to scores that are often com-
plex to calculate.

We found an optimal cut-off at 0.93 nmol/L in our
analyzed cohort that can be recommended for the assess-
ment of disease severity, disease progression, risk for in-
hospital mortality and also for decisions regarding patient
disposition. This cut-off is close to already defined and
validated MR-proADM cut-offs at 0.75 [13, 30] and
0.87 nmol/L [23]. Higher cut-offs between 1.5 and 2.5 nmol/
L showed too low sensitivity. Thus, an initial MR-proADM
value below 0.93 nmol/L assessed within the first 24 h after
hospital admission should be interpreted as low-risk con-
cerning in-hospital mortality and might predict a mild
course of COVID-19. Whether this proposed MR-proADM
cut-off will improve hospital resource allocation andmight
help to facilitate site-of-care decisions at an early stage of
disease, needs further prospective investigation. However,
this would be essential in regions where healthcare sys-
tems reach their maximum capacity during peaks of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Limitations

This study has a number of limitations: Firstly, the number
of analyzed cases was small due to the single center design
of this study. Secondly, clinical datawas limited andnot all
evaluated laboratory parameters and characteristics were
available for all patients, resulting in few missing data.
Thirdly, due to incomplete data, smoking and body mass
index, which represent two important confounders of
MR-proADM levels were not addressed in the adjusted
regression models. Despite these, our findings suggests
that MR-proADM can potentially assist in identifying the
most severe cases and clinical decision makings in
COVID-19.

Table : Prognostic accuracy of different MR-proADM cut-offs at baseline.

MR-proADM cut-off
values

Sensitivity,
% (% CI)

Specificity,
% (% CI)

Positive predictive value,
% (% CI)

Negative predictive value,
% (% CI)

. nmol/L . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
. nmol/L . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
. nmol/L . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
. nmol/L . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)
. nmol/L . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.) . (.–.)

CI, confidence interval; MR-proADM, midregional pro-adrenomedullin.
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Conclusions

To our knowledge this is the first study evaluating the
prognostic accuracy of MR-proADM in patients with

COVID-19 that confirms the high prognostic value of
MR-proADM and allows good discrimination, particularly

to rule-out in-hospital mortality in patients at low-risk.

Thus, when using this marker together with clinical and

Figure 2: Survival according to different
MR-proADM cut-offs and median within
24 h from admission.
(A) ≤0.75 nmol/L, >0.75–1.5 nmol/L,
>1.5 nmol/L; (B) <0.87 nmol/L, ≥0.87 nmol/
L; (C) Median: <0.93 nmol/L, ≥0.93 nmol/L.
MR-proADM, mid-regional
pro-adrenomedullin.
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other laboratory findings, MR-proADM may improve early
risk stratification, a major obstacle in pandemics.
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